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Abstract-The hemispheric representation of auditory functions mediating the perception of
harmony in music was investigated in two split-brain patients using a musical chord priming task.
Previous experiments in normal subjects had demonstrated
that the harmonic context established by
a prime chord influences the accuracy
of target chord intonation
judgements.
Only the right
hemisphere
of each callosotomy
patient manifested
the normal interaction
between harmonic
relatedness and intonation. The results raise the possibility that associative auditory functions which
generate expectancies for harmonic progression in music are lateralized within the right hemisphere.

INTRODUCTION
ATTEMPTSTO lateralize musical functions to one or the other cerebral hemisphere by examining
brain-damaged
patients have yielded conflicting results (for reviews see [9, 19,52,66]). While
the influences of many methodological
and patient variables hamper a cohesive formulation of
left-right differences, the literature indicates that a number of cognitive, perceptual, and motor
subsystems contribute
to musical experience, and that the sum of these is represented
bilaterally in the brain. The left-right distribution
of auditory functions mediating music
perception may be organized in relation to psychoacoustic
features of musical stimuli (e.g.
spectral vs temporal), the experience, aptitude, or language lateralization of the listener, and/or
broad dichotomies of perceptual organization
(e.g. discriminative
vs associative, analytic vs
holistic). These issues bear upon the more general problem of hemispheric specialization for
modality-specific
functions lying outside the verbal domain.
Lesion studies in the cat [ 15,651 and monkey [ 16,30,57] have demonstrated
that certain
aspects of spectral pattern perception rely on the integrity of auditory cortex. In man, studies
of temporal lobectomy populations
[39,67], stroke populations
[17, 543, and callosotomy
patients [52, 53, 61, 621 suggest that fine-grained
discriminative
functions mediating the
perception of complex tonal spectra-particularly
spectra without cognitive referents in the
verbal domain-are
lateralized within the right auditory cortex.
The present split-brain experiments examine the degree to which cognitive representations
of structural regularities in musical harmony are lateralized in the cerebral hemispheres. The
perception of harmony in musical contexts relies on the capacity of the auditory system to
analyze patterns in the pitch relationships
among simultaneous
components
of individual
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spectra [3 I, 58,591 and patterns in the harmonic relationships
among successive spectra [I.
42, 46, 471. Tonal spectra comprising musical chords, in particular the seven root triads of
the major and minor diatonic scales, are the foundation of tonal harmony in Western music.
Major and minor triads influence judgements
about and generate
expectancies
for
subsequent triads based on their harmonic relatedness ([6, 7, 34, 351; for review see [33] ).
This empirical evidence for cognitive representations
of chord relatedness
supports the
claims offormal music theory and likely reflects the transition probabilities
that characterize
harmonic
progression
in Western
music 1421. It is hypothesized
that these mental
representations
of harmonic
structure
are learned and internalized
through extensive
exposure to music in our cultural environment
[3,4].
In order to assess possible latcrality effects in harmony perception,
we examined two
callosotomy
patients using BHARUCHA
and STOFCKIG'S musical chord priming task [7]
(Fig. l), modified to avail response choices to only one disconnected
hemisphere on each
trial (Fig. 2). In this task, a prime chord (e.g. CmaJ) is followed by a target chord that is either
H

BP ma] ZE
__

Related

Gp ma1

Unrelated

C maj
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2
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I set

3 set

Target

2 set

Fig. I. Musical chord priming task. Each trial bepan with a 2 see mask: following
a I xc pause, a
prime chord was presented for 3 set and was immediately
followed by a 2 set target chord. The prime
and target were either harmonically
related or unrelated,
and the target wab either In-tune or
mistuned by flattening the fifth a fraction of il semitone. The subject’s task WLISto decide whether the
target sounded “in-tune”
or “out-of-tune”.
(See Methods for details.)

related (Bb maj) or unrelated (Gb mai) to the prime. On half the trials, the target is mistuned by
altering the pitch of one component
of the chord. Subjects are instructed to decide whether
the target chord is in-tune or out-of-tune.
In normals (both musicians and non-musicians).
there is an interaction
between harmonic relatedness (related vs unrelated major triad) and
intonation
(in-tune vs out-of-tune
major triad), with higher accuracy in related trials when
the target is in-tune, and higher accuracy in unrelated trials when the target is out-of-tune.*
This
interaction
was used as an index
of musical
priming
in the present
split-brain experiments.
*Both accuracy data and rextlon
time data from normal subjects are charncteriled
by an interxtion
bctwecn
relatedness and intonation.
In addition, reaction time data (but not accurtrcy data) show a small but significant main
cfiect ofrelatcdness.
with related targets beingjudged
more quickly than unrelated targets. The interaction
bctwccn
relatedness and intonation
revealed by accuracy data represents LLbiasing of perceived intonation
by the degree of
relatedness. and the main effect of relatedness recealed by reaction time data rcpresenta km enhancement
of
sensitivity.
In the present split-brain
cxpcriments.
only accuracy could be measured because of methodological
constraints:
therefore. the interaction
between relatedness :tnd Intonation
wits used to determine whether each
hemisphere showed cbidence of normal priming
It should be noted that the issue of whether the priming clTcct is a
blaaing effect or a sensitivity
elTect is orthogonal
to the principal goal of the present study. in that both bias nnd
sensitivity
efl’ccts demonstrate
the prcscncc of an intact cognitive
representation
of the harmonic
relationships
~rmong musIcal chords.
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Fig. 2. Split-brain paradigm. At the onset of the target chord, response choices were tachistoscopically
flashed in alternate quadrants ofone visual field while the subject fixated a central point. The subject’s
task was to point to the correct response with the ipsilateral hand. Chords were presented in free field.
Tl =Trial 1, T2=Trial
2, and so on. (See Methods for details.)

EXPERIMENT

1: METHODS

Case J. W. J.W. is a 36 year-old right-handed
mechanic who 10 years ago underwent a two-stage callosotomy for
intractable
primary
complex partial seizures with occasional
generalization.
Pre-operatively,
the interictal
neurological examination
was normal; serial scalp electroencephalograms
(EEGs) documented bilateral polyspikeand-wave paroxysms with a right anterior temporal predominance
and occasional independent left frontoparietal
spikes; contrast-enhanced
computed tomography
(CT) of the brain, technetium brain scan, and cerebrospinal
fluid
analysis were normal. After completing
the second (anterior) stage of callosal transection,
seizure frequency
decreased to less than half the pre-operative
baseline and EEG paroxysms became largely lateralized to the right.
Extensive laboratory testing during the first year post-callosotomy
showed left hemisphere speech lateralization
and
complete interruption
of interhemispheric
visual transfer and tactile-motor
integration
[55, 561; subsequent midsagittal magnetic resonance imaging (MR) confirmed the surgical report and neuropsychological
evidence that
callosal transection was complete [23]. To date, evidence of paracallosal
interhemispheric
integration is limited to
the observation
that crude visuospatial
information
can be integrated across the midline 1211.
Two years prior to the present experiments, the Verbal IQ was 97, Performance IQ 95, and Memory Quotient 102
163,641. Previous work by GAZZANIGAand colleagues has documented that J.W.‘s right hemisphere manifests good
comprehension
of spoken and written nouns, poor discrimination
of consonant&vowel
phonemes presented to the
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left car under dichotic conditions.
a limited capacity for syntactic manipulations,
and no clectrvphysiologlcal
evidence ofsemantic priming on lexical decision tasks; J.W.‘s left hemisphere is competent in all respects ([25,36,55,
561: for review see [ZJ).
At the time of the present experiments. J.W. was medicated with phenytoin. carbamaxpine.
and vaiproic aced. Hc
had not had a seizure In over a year. Aside from findings rcfcrable to callosotomy.
the ncurologicnl examination
wxh
remarkable
for a fine. rapid sustention tremor and end-garc horizontal nyhtagmus.
While he has no musical training, J.W. listens to country, folk. and rock music xveral hours every day. goe\
dancing several times a month, attends several concerts a year. and has collected oYer 200 records and tapa. Hc
meets criteria for GKISON’S third level of musical culture 1293. which lies in the middle ofhcr musiculity classification
schcmc.
C’trsc, I’.P. V.P. ia a 33 year-old right-handed
cashier who IO years ago underwent a two-stage callosotomq
for a
primary mixed seizure disorder with features of absence, myoclonic, and generalized tonic clonic xi7ures. At the
time ofher pre-operative
work-up. EEG showed left temporal sharp waves superimposed
on diffuse spike-and-wa\c
activity in the theta range. CT and cerebral angiography
were normal. Neuropsychological
examination
4 months
after the second (posterior) stage of callosal transection showed left hemisphere speech lateraliratlon
and complctc
interruption
of intcrhemisphcric
visual transfer and tactile-motor
integration [56]: I year after callosotomy.
limited
right hemisphere speech appeared [25]. Mid-sagittal
inversion-rcco~ery
MR hater showed midline signal Intcnsitia
consistent with residual callosum at the extremes of the rostrum and splenium 1231. Subsequent experiments u~np
elementary visual stimuli (e.g. geometric shapes [ 181and letters 1241) have Failed to document any evidence of \ isual
transfer across the midline. The only evidence of interhcmiapheric
integration
to date is V.P.‘s capacity to Judge
whether words presented in opposite visual fields rhyme; this observation
holds only for word pairs that both look
alike and sound alike (i.e. not for rhyme5 that direr orthographically)
and haa been attributed
to the functional
specificity of V.P.‘s callosal remnants for the transfer of redundant
phonological
and orthographical
information
[24].
One year prior to the present experiments, the Verbal IQ was Xl and the Memory Quotient 93. Pre\lous WOI-hh)
C;ALZAX.IC;A and colleagues
has documcntcd
that V.P.‘s right hemisphere manifests good comprchenuion
of spoken
and written nouns, good discrimination
of consonant
vowel phonemes presented to the left ear under dlchotic
conditions, a limited capacity for syntactic manipulations.
and elcctrophysiological
evidence ofsemantic priming on
Irrs~cal decision tasks: her left hemisphere is competent in all respects (L25, 36, Sh]: for review <cc L2] I.
At the time of the present experiments, V.P. with medicated with phcnytoin and valproic acid She had not h,~d
a gcncl-alixed convulsion in over a year. nor ;I witneaaed “minot-” attack during 7 2 davs of close observation.
A\idc
from findings referable to callo\otomy.
the neurological
examination
was remarkable
for end-gax
horirontal
nyst‘tgnius.
VP. took piano Icssons for 1 year at age I4 and sang In a choral group during high school. She can road 11111s~but
is not trained in music theory. At present she play” the piano about once cvcry other month. frequently sing5 along
with the radio when driving. occasionally listens attentively to clussical and popular music while rclaxmg at home.
and rarely attendsconcertsordancc\.
Shemcctscriteria
for thexxond
highest level ofmu\icality
in GKI.SO~‘~XS~C~C
[Y].

The I2 musical chords used in the present cxpcrmient have been previously detailed by BIIAKII( HA ;tnd Sloi ( hlcr
lhc
[7]_ Each prime chord and “in-tune” target chord was n major triad composed of I5 frcqucncy components
tonic. third and fifth across five octaves
(range = 65.41 41X6.74 IHr; aqua-tcmpcred
scale: A, -440 Hr). The
amplitude envelope was shaped so as to approach the loudness threbhold at tither end of the frequency range. Thi\
procedure obscures pitch height ef‘fects [49]. Each “out-of-tune”
target chord wa ;I maJor triad that wa\ mistuned
by flattening the fifth bq one or more eighths ofa scmltons (ix. by ;Lfrequency factor of?’ “” )_Hnrmonlc relatcdncx\
hetwccn the prlmc and target was defined cmpirlcally in accordance with data ohtaincd In previous csperimcnt\
[ 6.
7. 34. 3.51. Related pairs (e.g. C”“” and B”“,“) shared parent keys (F’““’ ). hut they did not share component tones (C’.
E, G and B”. D, F. respectively).
Primes were 3 set in duration and targeta were 2 bet in duration.
In-tune and out-of-tune response choices were made avmlable to only one hemisphere on each trial by Iatcralizing
of flash ~ I50 m\ec:
them tachistoscopically
within alternate
quadrants
(Fig. 2; visual angle = I .5 ; duration
uacd to study aphasic patients with limIted
adapted from 1221). As in “same ” “diflerent” response paradigms
reading ability (e.g. [37] I?“in” choices were presented togcthcr with II lint drawing of 8 happy face and “out” choice\
with a line drawing ofa aad face so that both verbal and non-verbal referents were available to each hemtsphcrc. The
face always appeared ahovc the word in the upper quadrant
of the hemifield and below the word in the Iowcr
quadrant.
Each subject performed two blocks of 96 trials. Each block was presented in random order, with hrlct” pausch
lasting up to I min interspersed approximately
every 12 trials. Each of the I2 major chords occurred four times as a
prime for each hemisphere
The prime was followed equally frequently by each ofthe following target condition\: Intune:related:
in-tune,unrclated;
out-of-tuncrelated;
and out-of-tunc~unrelated.
Chords were synthesized using an Apple Macintosh microcomputer
and prcacnted in free field through a San\ul
A-707 amplitier and speaker system at a level well ahovc hcxrlng threshold that was comfortahlc forcach Luhjcct and
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for his/her music listening. Response choices were tachistoscopically
synchronized
with target chord onset.

lateralized

via the computer

and

Procedurr
An informal training session was conducted in order to assess whether each patient-and,
in particular, each right
hemisphere-understood
the task. First, the two response choices were presented on a sheet of paper lying in free
field. A single in-tune or out-of-tune chord was presented. Subjects were asked to point to the correct response. The
response hand was alternated
approximately
every 10 trials and the orientation
of the response choices
approximately
every five trials (“in’‘-happy
face above, “out’‘-sad
face below, and vice versa). Feedback, visual
and prosodic as well as verbal, was given after each practice trial, and the amount of mistuning was increased by a
factor of 2”9h (beginning at 22’96 below the fifth) until each subject performed several consecutive trials correctly.
For J.W. the fifth was mistuned by 23’y6 and for V.P. 2s*9h. Thereafter, approximately
20 practice trials were
presented in which the response choices were tachistoscopically
lateralized simultaneously
with the onset of each
chord. Subjects were instructed to point to the correct response with the hand on the same side as the visual stimulus
(Fig. 2). To insure that there was no difference between the hemispheres in their ability to accurately identify
tachistoscopic
response choices, a separate set of 20 visual matching trials were run in which J.W. and V.P. had to
point to the flashed response choice corresponding
to the choice previously pointed out by the examiner in free field:
both subjects performed this task flawlessly.
To begin each trial, the examiner pressed the space bar on the computer keyboard. The trial began with a 2 set
mask consisting of 16 tones of random pitch, followed by a 1 set pause, then the prime chord, then the target chord
(Fig. 1). The response choices were flashed simultaneously
with the onset of the target chord, and the subject was
asked to point to the correct response with the ipsilateral
hand (Fig. 2). During the pause, subjects were
intermittently
reminded to fixate an orange dot placed in the center of the visual field. J.W. performed 96 trials in
each of two 1 hr morning sessions conducted 2 months apart; V.P. performed 96 trials in each of two 1 hr sessions
conducted on the same day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.

EXPERIMENT

1: RESULTS

Accuracy in left visual field (LVF) and right visual field (RVF) trials in each of the four
target conditions is illustrated in Fig. 3. Error rates were analyzed using replications as the
random factor. For each patient, a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
with relatedness (related vs unrelated), intonation
(in-tune vs out-of-tune),
and visual field
(LVF vs RVF) as factors, followed by a two-way ANOVA for each visual field.

80
70

10
0

Normals

JW-lvf

JW-rvf

VP-lvf

VP-rvf

Fig. 3. Experiment 1: J.W. and V.P.‘s per cent accuracy in left visual field (LVF) and right visual field
(RVF) trials in each of the four target conditions.
The previously reported data from 13 normal
subjects 173 are shown for comparison.
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For J.W., the three-way
analysis
yielded a significant
main effect of visual field
[F (I, 23)= 12.06, P=O.O02],with greater accuracy in LVF than RVF trials [LVF = 74%.
significantly
greater than chance, t (95)=4.67,
P<O.O005;RVF=56%,
not significantly
greater than chance, t (95) = 1.17, P> 0.I].There was a significant main effect of intonation
[F (1, 23)= 24.41, P=O.OOOl], with higher accuracy in out-of-tune
trials consistent with a
response bias in favor of out-of-tune judgements;
there was a significant interaction between
intonation
and visual field [F (I, 23) = 7.1 I, P= 0.011,
indicating that the intonation
effect
occurred in RVF trials. There was a significant
interaction
between relatedness
and
intonation
in the same direction as the normal priming effect [F (1, 23) = 4.05, P = 0.051;
a
significant
three-way
interaction
between
relatedness,
intonation,
and visual field
[F (1, 23) = 3.96, P = 0.05] indicated that priming occurred in LVF trials. Separate analyses
for each visual field confirmed that the interaction
between relatedness and intonation
occurred
in the same direction
as the normal
priming
effect in LVF trials only
[F(l,23)=8.31,
P=O.O08; for RVF, F(l,23)<1].The bias in favor of out-of-tune
responses was significant
in RVF trials only [F (1, 23)= 29.29, PC 0.0001; for LVF,
F(1,23)=1.33,
P=O.26].
For V.P., the three-way ANOVA also yielded a significant main effect of visual field
[F (1,23)=4.77, P=O.O4], again with greater overall accuracy in LVF than RVF trials
[LVF=63%:
significantly
greater than chance, t (95)=2.53,
P<O.Ol: RVF=50%.
at
chance]. The main effect of intonation
was not significant [F (I, 23)= 2.64. P=O.l I]but
suggested a trend in favor of higher accuracy in out-of-tune
trials. The two-way interaction
between relatedness and intonation
was not significant [F= (I,23) < I], but the three-way
interaction
between relatedness,
intonation.
and visual field raised the possibility
of a
relatednesssintonation
interaction in LVF trials in the same direction as the normal priming
effect [F (I,23)= 1.56, P=O.22].Separate analyses for each visual field revealed a strong
trend consistent with normal priming in LVF trials [F (1, 23)= 3.14, P=O.OX] but not in
RVF trials [F (I,23)< I]. Although there were more out-of-tune
responses than in-tune
responses on RVF trials, this bias did not reach statistical significance
[F (1, 23)= I .96.
P=O.17]: there was no hint of a response bias in LVF trials [F (I,23)~ I].
Given the tachistoscopic
presentation
of lateralized response choices for durations
less
than the latency of saccadic eye movements,
the existing evidence against any interhemispheric
transfer of complex visual information
in each patient, and the consistent
left--right performance
asymmetries
observed, accuracy in LVF trials likely reflects right
hemisphere performance and accuracy in RVF trials left hemisphere performance. Given the
complex nature of the visual stimuli, the absence ofany known connections between auditory
thalamus and visual cortex, and the connectivity
patterns and physiological
characteristics
of heteromodal
association cortex, it is likely that performance
reflected the integration
of
auditory and visual processes at the level of the cerebral cortex. The ease with which J.W. and
V.P.‘s left and right hemispheres performed visual matching during our practice session and
the documented
capacity
of each patient’s
two half-brains
to accurately
perform
picture picture, word- word, pictureeword,
and word-picture
matching tasks (for review see
1201) argues that the difference in response accuracy between the left and right hemispheres is
not a result of visual processing differences per se, but arises from left-right asymmetries in
auditory pattern perception, in cross-modal
integration,
or in both.
Only when response choices were presented to the right hemisphere of each patient was
there evidence of an interaction
between relatedness and intonation
in the same direction as
that previously found in normal subjects [7]: (I ) higher accuracy in related than in unrelated
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trials when target chords were in-tune; and (2) higher accuracy in unrelated than in related
trials when target chords were out-of-tune. It is highly unlikely that left hemisphere accuracy
was compromised
by the nature of the response choices or by a general limitation
in
information
processing capacity, given our presentation
of the visuallverbal
referents “in”
cognitive and perceptual
resources of each
and “out”, and given the well-documented
patient’s left hemisphere. Similarly, it is unlikely that the cross-modal
nature of our task
would put the left hemisphere at a disadvantage
relative to the right hemisphere,
given
previous data concerning the same patients’ left hemisphere competence in speech-picture,
speech-word,
sound-picture,
and sound-word
matching tasks [20,25,61,62].
It is unlikely
that the side of the seizure focus can account for the absence of left hemisphere priming since
J.W. has predominantly
right-sided paroxysms. That the left hemisphere of each patient did
not perform significantly above chance raised the possibility that priming failed to occur in
the left hemisphere because the left hemisphere was simply not able to perform a spectral
intonation judgement.
Furthermore,
the significant bias in favor of out-of-tune responses in
RVF trials for J.W. and the trend in the same direction for V.P. suggested that left
hemisphere priming might have been precluded by an inability to perceive tonal consonance.
In order to address these concerns, a second experiment was performed which analyzed the
ability of each hemisphere to make target intonation judgements
in the absence of a prime.

EXPERIMENT

2: METHODS

The subjects, stimuli, apparatus and procedure were the same as described in Experiment 1, except that the mask
was followed by a single chord-i.e.
an in-tune or out-of-tune major triad target without a prime. Each hemisphere
heard each target twice (one block of 96 trials for each patient, 48 for each hemisphere).

EXPERIMENT

2: RESULTS

The results are summarized
in Table 1. For J.W., overall response accuracy was
significantly better than chance in LVF trials [65%; t (47)= 2.06; P<O.O5] but not in RVF
trials [54%; t (47)~ I]. There was no significant difference in accuracy between LVF and
RVF trials [F (1, 23) = 1.091. There was no significant effect of intonation
in LVF trials
[F (1, 23)= 11, but there was a strong trend suggesting a bias in favor of out-of-tune
judgements
in RFV trials [F (1, 23) = 3.29; P= 0.081. There was a significant interaction
between intonation
and visual field [F (I, 23) = 6.67; P = 0.021, indicating
a differential
intonation
effect between the two hemispheres.
Table 1. Experiment 2: J.W. and V.P.‘s
per cent accuracy in left visual field
(LVF) and right visual field (RVF) trials
in the two target conditions

J.W.
V.P.

In

LVF
out

In

RVF
out

71
83

58
67

42
71

67
54

For V.P., overall response accuracy was significantly
better than chance in LVF trials
[75%; t (47)=3.43,
P~O.0051 and marginally
better than chance in RVF trials [62%;
f (47) = 1.65; critical value = 1.68 for P= O.OS]. Accuracy was significantly greater in LVF
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trials than RVF trials [F (1, 23 = 7.67, P= O.Ol]. There was a significant bias in favor of intune judgements
in both LVF trials [F (1, 23)=4.60,
P=O.O4] and RVF trials [identical
F (1, 23)=4.60, P=O.O4].Obviously, there was no interaction between intonation
and
visual field.
These results confirm the evidence of right hemisphere competence for spectral intonation
judgements in Experiment 1 and establish that the right hemisphere of each patient was able
to distinguish between tonal consonance
and dissonance in the absence of contextual cues.
The performance
of the left hemisphere differed between patients. For J.W., the chance
performance
and out-of-tune
response bias observed in RVF trials suggests an inability to
perceive tonal consonance. The absence of an interaction between relatedness and intonation
in RVF trials in Experiment 1 may thus be attributed to a lack of perceptual capacities rather
than a failure to prime per se.
For V.P., the better-than-chance
performance in RVF trials and significant difference in
accuracy in RVF vs LVF trials indicate, respectively, that: (1) her left hemisphere was able to
distinguish
between tonal consonance
and dissonance;
and (2) her left hemisphere
was
inferior to the right. For V.P., it is therefore unlikely that the absence of an interaction
between relatedness and intonation
in RVF trials in Experiment 1 can be attributed solely to
an inability of her left hemisphere to distinguish in-tune from out-of-tune targets. V.P.‘s left
hemisphere performed above chance without the prime but at chance with the prime; this
may reflect an inability
to offset the greater task difficulty in the two-chord
priming
experiment by the facilitation which priming offers in the related/in-tune
and unrelated/outof-tune conditions.

DISCUSSION
Only the right hemisphere ofeach split-brain patient showed evidence of the musical chord
priming effect previously found in normal subjects. When response choices were presented to
the right hemisphere, the normal interaction
between harmonic relatedness and intonation
was observed: (1) intonation
judgements
were more accurate in related than in unrelated
trials when target chords were in-tune; and (2) intonation judgements were more accurate in
unrelated than in related trials when target chords were out-of-tune. No such interaction was
apparent when response choices were presented to the left hemisphere.
The right hemisphere interaction
between harmonic relatedness and intonation
in our
split-brain patients is unlikely to be a manifestation
of frequency-specific
repetition priming.
BHARUCHA and STOECKIC; [7] showed that removing the non-octave
harmonics of prime and
target chords had no effect on the response accuracy of normal subjects; likewise, the related
chords used in the present experiment
did not share component
tones. Therefore, the
facilitation
of target perception
by the prime appears to occur at an associative level of
auditory processing.
The influence of harmony on target chord perception and the modality-specific
nature of
this interaction are interpreted as evidence for spreading activation within a cortical auditory
network that contains an internalized
representation
of harmonic
regularities
in music.
These regularities form the basis of formal theoretical accounts 142, 46.471, psychological
models 138, 491, and neural net models 13, lo] of harmony perception in music that have
been substantiated
by empirical studies of normal populations
(for reviews see [3, 13, 331).
Our results indicate that this network is lateralized within the right hemisphere ofeach ofour
patients.
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It remains unclear if the failure of the left hemisphere to prime reflects: (1) the absence of
cognitive processes mediating chord priming; and/or (2) the absence of sensory or perceptual
processes mediating
tonal consonance
perception,
thereby precluding
the activation
of
cognitive processes mediating chord priming. The ability of V.P.‘s left hemisphere to perceive
tonal consonance
in the no-prime experiment undermines
the latter interpretation
in her
case. In addition, we have observed priming despite severely impaired tonal consonance
perception in a patient with bilateral auditory cortex lesions that spared portions of auditory
association and heteromodal
association areas in both hemispheres [60].
The right hemisphere of each of our patients has previously been shown to be superior to
the left on the Timbre Test of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents [61,62], which
requires same-different
discriminations
of six-element harmonic spectra that vary in the
relative intensities of two frequency components
[48]. V.P.‘s left hemisphere performed at
chance and J.W.‘s left hemisphere was marginally better than chance on this task. Given the
absence of diffuse cerebral dysfunction
in our patients, these findings are consistent with
MILNER’S original observation
[39] that right but not left temporal lobectomy causes a
significant
drop in Timbre Test performance,
and they argue against the presence of
anomalous
asymmetries for auditory non-verbal
functions in our patients.
SIDTIS and colleagues
[S&54] have previously reported evidence that auditory functions
mediating complex pitch perception
are lateralized within the right hemisphere.
In the
original dichotic complex tone experiment, an interaction between the number of overtones
in the test stimuli and the magnitude of the left ear advantage was found [SO]. Subsequently,
the musical interval formed by the dichotic complex tone pair was noted to influence
laterality effects in normals [Sl] and overall response accuracy in patients with right
hemisphere stroke [54]. ZATORRE [67] has recently published evidence that associative
auditory functions mediating spectral pattern recognition
are lateralized within the right
hemisphere. The capacity to abstract the pitch of the “missing” fundamental
frequency of a
harmonic series was lost in the majority of temporal lobectomy patients whose excision
included all or part of the right transverse gyrus(i) of Heschl (as well as the superior temporal
gyrus lying anteriorly);
the performance
of patients with left-sided excisions did not differ
significantly from that of normal controls. The observation
of musical priming by the right
hemispheres of our split-brain patients extends the claim of right hemisphere specialization
in auditory
non-verbal
processing
to include cognitive functions
which hierarchically
structure pitch information
embedded in musical contexts.
Hemispheric differences in the perception of musical chords have previously been inferred
from ear-of-presentation
differences measured in monaural [32,44] and dichotic [26-28,40,
41, 453 listening experiments
in normal subjects. In the original dichotic experiment,
GORDON [26] presented a pair of musical chords (in various combinations
of major triads,
major sevenths, minor triads and minor sevenths) to 20 right-handed
musicians and asked
them to select the two chords that were played from among four response choices written in
music notation; 71% of chords presented to the left ear and 64% of chords presented to the
right ear were recognized-a
statistically
significant difference which was interpreted
as
evidence of right hemisphere superiority. Most subsequent dichotic studies of musical chord
recognition
have supported
the notion of a right hemisphere
advantage,
with some
controversy
concerning
the influence of task-related
differences and of musicality on the
presence (e.g. [27] vs [41] vs [45]) and magnitude
[28] of laterality effects. However, a
number of investigators have raised concerns about the reliability of dichotic listening tests as
measures of hemispheric differences in auditory perception (e.g. [S, 431). In particular, the
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interaction
reported by DEUTSCH [I 1, 121 between the pitches of dichotic tones and their
perceived lateralization
to one or the other ear is likely to confound the relationship between
ear differences and hemispheric differences in dichotic musical tasks [ 141. GORDON 1281 has
reported evidence of Deutsch’s auditory illusion in a dichotic chord experiment, such that
lower-pitch chords were referred to the left ear and higher-pitch chords to the right ear; this
interaction reached statistical significance in musicians but not in non-musicians.
SAN MARTINI
et al. [45] recently found no significant interaction between musical chord pitch and perceived
lateralization among amateur musicians and non-musicians
using a monauraldichotic
chord
recognition
task. While these authors demonstrated
that samedifferent
judgements
were
significantly more accurate when the monaural standard chord was presented to the left ear,
performance was well above chance on right as well as left ear trials, and the difference in mean
accuracy for the two ears of 58 subjects was only 0.99 out of a possible 24 [17.14/24.00 (71%) in
the right ear vs 18.13/24.00 (76%) in the left ear]. Among monaural listening studies, PREISLER
et ul. 1441 recently reported significantly greater accuracy for left ear presentations
on a task
which required the manual tuning of musical intervals mistuned by a fraction of a semitone at
the major second, major third, and fifth.
Our patient population
and study design allowed us to avoid uncertainties
about the
relationship
between ear differences and hemisphere differences in dichotic and monaural
listening tasks: auditory stimuli were presented in free field and visual response choices were
made available to only one disconnected hemisphere. Although our paradigm as well as our
particular task differ greatly from those used in dichotic and monaural listening experiments, in
general the data offer converging
evidence to support the notion of right hemisphere
specialization for harmony perception in music.
While the present observations indicate that auditory functions mediating chord priming are
lateralized in the right hemispheres of our patients, they offer no insight concerning their
localization
within the right hemisphere. The modality-specific
nature of the interaction
between relatedness and intonation suggests that the right auditory cortex subserves at the very
least sensory functions requisite for priming, if not priming itself. The participation
of
heteromodal structures subserving memory and multimodal integration cannot be ruled out.
The previously cited case of preserved priming despite impaired tonal consonance perception
following complete bilateral infarction of Heschl’s gyri suggests that priming does not rely on
the integrity ofprimary auditory cortex, and that priming and tonal consonance perception are
neurologically
dissociable functions [60].
Of course, a number of confounding variables compromise the interpretation
of the present
findings as evidence of right hemisphere specialization for harmony perception in the general
population at large. Not the least ofthese is that the task requirements imposed a selection bias
in favor of sampling only split-brain patients whose right hemispheres possess the cognitive,
and perhaps linguistic, capacities to carry out sound-picture
matching and perceptual-motor
integration. However, in this regard it is noteworthy that even though each of our patients’ left
hemispheres is dominant for speech and language and is capable of cross-modal matching,
J.W.‘s left hemisphere was incompetent in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, and V.P.‘s left
hemisphere was incompetent
in the former and inferior to the right in the latter. Studies of
normal populations
using lateralized
response choice presentations
and reaction time
measures may help to assess the amount of variability existing in the genera1 population.
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